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Ambrose, Douglas – History


Anechiarico, Frank – Government


Bailey, David – Geosciences


Balkan, Erol – Economics


Bart, Kenneth M.– Microscopy and Imaging Facility


Beck, Charlotte – Archaeology


Bedient, Richard - Mathematics


Borton, Jennifer – Psychology


Boutin, Debra – Mathematics


Brewer, Karen - Chemistry


Buchman, Heather – Music


Burke, Jessica – Hispanic Studies


Cafruny, Alan – Government


Cannavo, Peter – Government


Carpan, Carolyn – Library


Carter, Rand – Art


Chambliss, Daniel – Sociology


Chang, Wei-Jen – Biology


Chapp, Timothy - Chemistry


Chapp, Timothy W., Adam J. Schoenfeld and David S. Glueck. “The Effect of Linker Length on Selectivity in Platinum-catalyzed Asymmetric Alkylation of the Bis(isitylphosphino)alkanes IsHP(CH$_2$)$_n$PHIs (Is = 2,4,6-(i-Pr)$_3$C$_6$H$_2$, n = 1-5).” *Organometallics*. 29, no. 11 (2010): 2465-2473.


Chung, Haeng-ja – Anthropology


Cockburn, Sally - Mathematics


Collett, Brian - Physics


Connolly, Natalia – Physics


Conover, Emily - Economics


Cotten, Myriam – Chemistry


Cryer, Mark – Theater


Domack, Eugene - Geosciences

http://gsabulletin.gsapubs.org/content/early/2011/01/26/B30217.1.abstract.
Collapse in the Antarctic." 


Doran, Katheryn – Philosophy


Dykstra, Andrew – Mathematics


Elgren, Timothy – Chemistry


Ellingson, Stephen – Sociology


Ericson, Randall – Library

Ericson, Randall. Editor. American Communal Societies Quarterly.

Fox Tree, Erich – Religious Studies

Franklin, A. Todd. – Philosophy


Gant, Ella - Art


---. *Head Shot*. Los Angeles Center for Digital Arts, Los Angeles, CA.


Gilbert, Dennis - Sociology


Gold, Barbara – Classics


---


---


---


---


Goldberg, Steve – Art History


Goodale, Nathan – Anthropology


Goodwillie, Christian – Library


Grant, Kevin – History


---


Guttman, Naomi – English and Creative Writing


Guyot-Bender, Martine – French


Hall, Tina – English


Hewitt, Gordon – Institutional Research


Hewitt, Rebecca – Library


Hirshfield, Stuart – Computer Science


Hopkins, Robert - Music


Hwangpo, Mihyang – Hispanic Studies


Irons, Jennifer – Sociology


Isserman, Maurice - History


Janack, Marianne – Philosophy


Jensen, Elizabeth – Economics


Jin, Hong Gang – East Asian Languages & Literature


Jones, Camille Y. - Chemistry


Jones, Derek – Economics


**Jones, George – Archaeology**


Jones, Gordon


Kamiya, Masaaki – East Asian Languages and Literature

Kantrowitz, Robert – Mathematics


Keller, Shoshana – History


Kelly, Alfred – History


Klinkner, Philip – Government


Kodat, Catherine – English


Kolb, G. Roberts – Music

---. *Sing-along Messiah*. Rome, NY, December 19, 2010

Krueger, Roberta L. – French


Kuharic, Katharine – Art


Lacsamana, Anne E. – Women’s Studies


LaDousa, Chaise – Anthropology


Larson, Doran – English
Larson, Doran. “Abolition From Within: Dismantling the Prison as We Know It.” Radical Teacher. Forthcoming.
---. “Politics by Other Means: Legal Poetics, Prison Narrative.” English Language Notes. Forthcoming.
---. “Toward a Prison Poetics.” College Literature. 37 no. 3 (2010).
---. “What You Don’t Know.” Short Story. (Fall/Winter 2010).
---. “Witness.” Stone Canoe. 4 (February 2010).

Lee, Charlotte - Government


Lehman, Herman – Biology


Lehmann, Timothy – Government


Major, Seth – Physics

Major, Seth. “Shape in an Atom of Space: Exploring Quantum Geometry Phenomenology.” Classical and Quantum Gravity. 27, no. 22 (2010).

Marcus, Russell – Philosophy

---. "Indispensability Arguments in the Philosophy of Mathematics.” The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy. (October 18, 2010). Available at: http://www.iep.utm.edu/indimath/

Martin, Robert – Government

McEnroe, John – Art History

McKee, Tara – Psychology

Miller, Sue Ann – Biology

Morgan, Cheryl – French

Muirhead, Robert – Art


---. *American Landscapes.* Maryland Federation of Art, Annapolis, MD, 2010.

---. *Art at the X.* Xavier University Art Gallery, Cincinnati, OH, 2010.

---. *Art Links.* Fort Wayne, IN, 2010.


---. *Parkside Small Works Award Winners.* University of Wisconsin - Parkside, Kenosha, WI, 2010.

---. *Sixty Square Inches.* Purdue University Gallery, Lafayette, IN, 2010.


Murtaugh, Rebecca – Art


Mwantuali, Joseph – French


Nieves, Angel David – Africana Studies


North, Leslie – Health Professions


Oerlemans, Onno – English

Williams, Ernest H., Patrick D. Reynolds and Onno Oerlemans. “Literature in the Wilderness: Teaching Adirondack Writing in an Interdisciplinary Context.” In

Omori, Kyoko – East Asian Languages and Literature

---. “Review of A Recent Academic Publication About Fantastic Literature in 20th century Japan (Senzen sengo itan bungaku-ron shohyô).” Showa Literary Studies (Shôwa bungaku kenkyû), 60 (March 2010).

O'Neal, John – French


Owen, Ann – Economics


Paquette, Robert – History


**Pearle, Philip – Physics**


**Peck, Anjela – Comparative Literature**


**Pellman, Samuel – Music**

---. *Adrift*. 60x60 Vermilion Mix, Electronic Studio of the Technischen Universität Berlin, June 10, 2010.
---. *Adrift*. 60x60 Vermilion Mix at the ICMC 2010, New York, NY and Stony Brook, NY, June 1-5, 2010.
---. *Fanfare for the Best Man*. Premiere, First Presbyterian Church of Utica, NY, October 2, 2010.
---. *M17*. Planet Explorer Installation, Adler Planetarium, Chicago, IL, March 26, 2010 to present.
---. *NDG 6357*. Electroacoustic Music Macomb Concert, College of Fine Arts and Communication Recital Hall, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL, November 16, 2010.
---. *Selected Nebulae* (with videos by Miranda Raimondi ‘08). Central Conservatory, Beijing, China, October 27, 2010.

**Rabinowitz, Nancy – Comparative Literature**


**Rabinowitz, Peter – Comparative Literature**

Rayne, Todd – Geosciences


Reynolds, Patrick – Biology


Rivera, David – Government


Rivera, Sharon – Government


Rodriguez-Plate, S. Brent – Religious Studies


Rosenstein, Ian – Chemistry


Rubino, Carl – Classics


Salzillo, William – Art

---. *Art at the X: National All Media Juried Exhibition.* Xavier Art Gallery, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH, August 27 – September 25, 2010.
---. *Sixty Square Inches: 17th Biennial Small Print Exhibition.* Purdue University Galleries, Purdue, IN, March 8 – April 25, 2010.
Sciaccia, Franklin – German and Russian Languages and Literature


Silversmith, Ann – Physics


Simon, Robert – Philosophy


Skipper, Jeremy – Psychology


Snyder-Lee, Nicole – Chemistry


Stewart, Joan Hinde – President


Terrell, Katherine – English


Terrell, Katherine and Mark Bruce, editors. *Scotland and the Shaping of Identity in Medieval Britain*. Palgrave’s New Middle Ages Series. Forthcoming.

Tewksbury, Barbara – Geosciences


Thickstun, Margaret – English

Trivedi, Lisa – History


Urciuoli, Bonnie – Anthropology


Van Wynsberghe, Adam – Chemistry


Vasantkumar, Christopher – Asian Studies and Anthropology


**Vaughan, Jonathan – Psychology**


**Videras, Julio – Economics**


**Walczyk, Bruce – Dance**


**Wang, Zhuoyi - East Asian Languages & Literatures**


**Werner, Richard – Philosophy**


**Westmaas, Nigel – Africana Studies**


**Williams, Chad – History**


**Williams, Ernest – Biology**


**Williams, Jay – Religious Studies**


---. “Who were the Magi?” *The Bible and Interpretation*. (January 2010). Available at: http://www.bibleinterp.com/opeds/magi357919.shtml.


Wilson, Thomas – History


Woods, Michael – Music


Wu, Stephen – Economics


Xu, De Bao – Chinese

Xu, De Bao.  "New Technology for Language Instruction and Film Studies-Combination of DVD with PowerPoint Presentation."  In *Studies on Teaching Chinese under...*


Yao, Steven – English


Zylan, Yvonne – Sociology